APPENDIX D

Upgrading to Ionic 3

As this book was being printed, Ionic received another major upgrade. Unlike the
quantum leap from Ionic 1 to Ionic 2, this upgrade is less dramatic. With that being
said, there are some adjustments we need to make in each of our three sample appli‐
cations to have them run using Ionic 3. Before we get to those changes, let’s look at
what the upgrade entailed
First, let’s answer the question of why jump from Ionic 3 from Ionic 2, just a short
time after its release? The team at Ionic recently switched over to using Semantic Ver‐
sioning (Semver) for Ionic releases. Those guidelines describe calculating the version
number as: MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH.
• MAJOR version when you make incompatible API changes,
• MINOR version when you add functionality in a backwards-compatible manner,
and
• PATCH version when you make backwards-compatible bug fixes.
One of the main changes in Ionic 3, was adding support for Angular 4.0.0. While this
is a welcomed updated, that version of Angular does had some incompatible APIs
changes with its previous version, Angular 2 (there is no Angular 3). As such, Ionic
also had to follow suit and label this as a major upgrade.

Angular 4
So, what do we get with this upgrade to Angular 4? The biggest benefit is our applica‐
tions should now be smaller and faster. I suspect over the coming releases of Angular
and Ionic that this will continue to improve.
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TypeScript Updates
Ionic 2 required you to use TypeScript 2.0.9. Now, with Ionic 3, you can use either
TypeScript 2.1 or 2.2. The main benefit of this upgrade is improved build time and
type checking in your application.

IonicPage Decorator
The Ionic team has introduced a new decorator, @IonicPage . This decorator will
allow you to define your deep links easier, and allow for the use of lazy loading of
your application’s pages.

Lazy Loading
With traditional Ionic 2 applications, all the components were loaded during the app’s
initialization. Now, with lazy loading we can define the initial set of components
(pages) we will want to have initially available. The rest of the applications’ pages, will
be loaded as needed. This capability is not enabled by default, as it is still under some
active development.

Components Changes
There were three key changes to some components with this release. First, the old
Ionic Grid system has been removed from Ionic 3. You must use the col-x syntax
when defining the column width. Second, the color selector on native text elements
(headers, paragraphs, spans, etc.) has been removed. You now need to include the
ion-text attribute to enable the use of the color directive. Third, the Slides compo‐
nent’s properties and functions have been updated. Here is a list of those changes:
• Slides input options have been removed. Please use the input properties instead.
• Slide event ionWillChange has been removed, please use ionSlideWill
Change instead.
• Slide event ionDidChange has been removed, please use ionSlideDidChange
instead.
• Slide event ionDrag has been removed, please use ionSlideDrag instead.
• Slides getSlider() method has been removed, please use the instance of ionslides.
For more details about any of these updates, see the changelog at https://github.com/
driftyco/ionic/blob/master/CHANGELOG.md.
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Upgrading the Ionic2Do application
Since this application is generated for one of the default templates, there is little we
need to do to make it compatible with Ionic 3. In the app.module.ts file we need to
include the HttpModule:
import { HttpModule } from '@angular/http';

Next, we need to include this within our imports array:
imports: [
BrowserModule,
HttpModule,
IonicModule.forRoot(MyApp)
]

That is all that we should have to do to make Ionic2Do run using Ionic 3.
Upgrading the IonicParks application
Unlike the first application, this application is started using a template hosted on our
GitHub account. One change that had to occur in the template is the addition of the
BrowserModule to our imports. We also still need to include the HttpModule as well.
In the app.module.ts file add both of these modules:
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { HttpModule } from '@angular/http';

and include them within our imports array:
imports: [
BrowserModule,
HttpModule,
IonicModule.forRoot(MyApp)
]

When we use the Ionic CLI’s generator to create our Park Details page, it is currently
producing some incorrect syntax. If you look in the park-details directory, you will
now see four files listened. There is now a park-details.module.ts file. This module file
is used as part of the new lazy loading system. It is in this file that we need to fix the
code. The generator incorrectly references the IonicModule, when it should reference
IonicPageModule instead. Here is the correct code:
import { NgModule } from '@angular/core';
import { IonicPageModule } from 'ionic-angular';
import { ParkDetails } from './park-details';
@NgModule({
declarations: [
ParkDetails,
],
imports: [
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IonicPageModule.forChild(ParkDetails),
],
exports: [
ParkDetails
]
})
export class ParkDetailsModule {}

We suspect that this issue will be addressed shortly.
Another benefit of this new page module is that we no longer have to import the
page(s) that we might navigate to. Instead, we can simply refer to them by name. In
Ionic 2, we would pass the new page’s component reference to the Nav Controller. For
example, here is the function used in the park-list.ts file to navigate to the details page:
import { ParkDetailsPage } from '../park-details/park-details';
…
goParkDetails(theParkData) {
this.navCtrl.push(ParkDetailsPage, { parkData: theParkData });
}

With the new module system, we don’t need to have that import included and our
function becomes:
goParkDetails(theParkData) {
this.navCtrl.push("ParkDetails", { parkData: theParkData });
}

The string that we pass into the Nav Controller is defined with that new parkdetails.module.ts file. The Nav Controller will still accept either input type, so if you
don’t want to switch over, you don’t have to.

Updating the Ionic Weather Application
Like, the Ionic Parks application, this application is generated using a template hosted
on our GitHub account. One change that had to occur in the template is the addition
of the BrowserModule to our imports. We also still need to include the HttpModule as
well. In the app.module.ts file add both of these modules:
import { BrowserModule } from '@angular/platform-browser';
import { HttpModule } from '@angular/http';

and include them within our imports array:
imports: [
BrowserModule,
HttpModule,
IonicModule.forRoot(MyApp)
]
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In updating this application, we did run into one real issue. The data binding to the
weather data would now throw an error. We have not fully resolved what the change
is within Angular 4 that is triggering it. The issue is in referencing an index in an
array. Here is a sample of the template that uses that syntax:
<ion-col width-33>
{{daily.data[0].temperatureMax | number:'.0-0'}}&deg;<br>
{{daily.data[0].temperatureMin | number:'.0-0'}}&deg;
</ion-col>

Specifically, the daily.data[0], fails to work. As a simple workaround, we will assign
each index value to their own variable.
In weather.ts file, replace the variable definition of
daily: any = {};

with
day1: any = {};
day2: any = {};
day3: any = {};

Also, change the instances of
this.daily = this.theWeather.daily;

with
this.day1 = this.theWeather.daily.data[0];
this.day2 = this.theWeather.daily.data[1];
this.day3 = this.theWeather.daily.data[2];

In the weather.html file, we will need to update the template reference as well to use
these new variables:
<ion-row>
<ion-col width-33>
{{day1.temperatureMax
{{day1.temperatureMin
</ion-col>
<ion-col width-33>
{{day2.temperatureMax
{{day2.temperatureMin
</ion-col>
<ion-col width-33>
{{day3.temperatureMax
{{day3.temperatureMin
</ion-col>
</ion-row>

| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;<br>
| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;

| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;<br>
| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;

| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;<br>
| number:'.0-0'}}&deg;

We will also need to adjust the variable that the ngIf refers to in the <ion-gird>
<ion-grid *ngIf="day1 != undefined">
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In addition, we now need to reset the day1 variable within our constructor in the
weather.ts file, otherwise, we will have floating degree symbols while the weather data
is being refreshed.
let loc: CurrentLoc = this.navParams.get('geoloc');
this.day1 = undefined;

Updating the Page References
The other major change with this application is the new page naming syntax. Instead
of referring to WeatherPage and LocationsPage throughout the application, we sim‐
ply use Weather and Locations. You will need to adjust the app.module.ts, app.compo‐
nent.ts, locations.ts, and locations-service.ts files with this new syntax.

Conclusion
That should cover all the changes to our three applications so they can compile and
run using Ionic 3.
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